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The Tea Party Movement: A New Force in Republican Politics

An Introduction to the Tea Party in Republican Politics

The 2010 midterm elections heralded the emergence of a new force in the political arena—the Tea Party. My thesis examines what issues united Tea Party candidates in House and Senate 2010 races and how they differ from other Republican candidates. Conducting a content analysis of candidate websites, election databases, and newspaper articles, I find that Tea Partiers and other Republican candidates have very similar issue positions on healthcare and federal spending. Tea Partiers, however, are more conservative than non-Tea Party Republican candidates on social issues like abortion and gay marriage, more extreme on tax reform, and prioritize fiscal responsibility. Given my analysis, I predict that the Tea Partiers will push the Republican Party to the right.

Few scholars and commentators have attempted to explain the common features of Tea Party candidates' platforms, and what effect they will have on the Republican Party's politics. Through the method of coding the background and issue positions of both Tea Party and non-Tea Party Republican candidates, my analysis suggests that in many ways these candidates have very similar positions, slightly differing in their priorities for the country, and level of conservatism (Tea Partiers being more conservative). Approaching the subject of Tea Party candidates in this manner leads to the conclusion that Tea Partiers will emerge as a force within the Republican Party that is capable of pushing the party to the right if the succeeding candidates become part of the permanent political landscape.

Chapter I: The Tea Party Movement: Common Misperceptions and the 2010 Election
There was little doubt in the minds of Republican leaders entering the 2010 election season: Democratic incumbents in both the House and Senate would be vulnerable to conservative challengers. The absence of presidential coattails, a still suffering economy, a high unemployment rate, and uncertainty over the healthcare bill were simply a few of the issues lingering in the political conscience of American voters. However, the Republican establishment may not have expected a new and passionate political force to complicate what might have been a Republican takeover of both the House and Senate—the Tea Party Movement, and 2010 Tea Party challenger candidates.

Throughout the country during the 2010 election, many Tea Party-backed congressional candidates became real contenders in their respective races. Often, these candidates were challengers in races that already had well known establishment Republicans running. These senatorial and representative candidates vehemently professed their allegiance to fiscal and economic conservatism. Out of grass-roots opposition to the ‘culture of spending’ in Washington emerged full-fledged political candidates, all of whom were also registered Republicans. Though many stood in opposition to mainstream Republicans during their primary elections, by beating establishment Republicans in primary elections, Tea Party candidates usually gained the support of conservative voters and organizations—even those who backed their opponents. This inquiry into Tea Party and establishment Republican candidates makes the argument that despite their challenge to Republican candidates, the Tea Party movement is quickly becoming an ‘anchoring group’ of the Republican party. An ‘anchoring group’ possesses enough power within a political party to play a major role in determining the party’s positions on issues, but is not a ‘third party’ entity (Schlozman 2010). Supporting the Tea Party’s growing influence is the idea that the group can employ the threat of running on a third party platform, effectively challenging elected
Republicans if they are not afforded the power and conservative policies they prefer. The 2010 midterm elections contain prime examples of this phenomena, as Tea Partiers displayed their ability to put forth challenger candidates--and in some cases, victorious ones--while eventually (as the following research will show) displaying policy preferences which complement mainstream Republican candidates’ views.

The Tea Party’s emergence onto the political scene is fraught with debate surrounding the motives, positions, and participants of the movement. While Tea Party candidates are supported by a network of conservative media, it is difficult to nail down exactly who is a Tea Party member and what they want. Indeed, as remarked by the New York Times, the Tea Party is “hard enough to define, let alone to evaluate” (Silver 2010). As a conservative movement, it seems logical that Tea Partiers would be closely aligned with the Republican Party. In addition, the fact that the majority of the movement’s members are also Republicans makes an alliance likely. But just what constitutes a Tea Partier, and how much in common do they have with mainstream Republicans? Answering this question is essential to predicting what sort of impact the Tea Party will have on United States’ politics.

As a fundamentally conservative movement, the Tea Party is more likely to look to the Republican Party as a bargaining partner and ally than to the Democratic Party. However, because it is also a new movement, it is just beginning to develop its relationship with the Republican Party. A looming question for the United States’ political system involves what sort of impact the Tea Party will have on American politics, through its relationship and involvement in the Republican Party. Wrapped up in this inquiry is also the question of how a Tea Party candidate can be differentiated from a typical Republican candidate. If candidates of each type seem to have similar positions, this might indicate a closer attachment between the Republican
Party and the Tea Party, supporting the theory of the Tea Party exercising influence within the Republican Party. Also, if positions are similar, particularly after the 2010 primaries but before the conclusion of the 2010 general election, it is possible that Tea Party and Republican leaders converged on a set of positions acceptable to both. To answer this question, one must examine the background, positions, and values of both Tea Party and mainstream Republican candidates within the time frame of the 2010 general election.

Tea Party candidates’ entrance into the political arena may hold important implications for the Republican Party. Tea Party candidates are the most identifiable and concrete examples of Tea Party members available for research purposes. Though the line is definitely blurred between Tea Partier and mainstream Republican—as 79% of Tea Party supporters also identify themselves as Republicans—Tea Party candidates offer the clearest picture of what positions and specific policies the movement stands for (Newport 2010). Tea Partiers are affiliated with the Republican party, but the important question this study seeks to answer is whether they will simply be absorbed into the Republican Party, strike out on their own in third party fashion, or become a powerful force or group within the Republican Party, with the ability to direct party positions. Another interesting question is whether Tea Party candidates are simply establishment Republican candidates which are taking advantage of the hostile political environment by calling themselves local, apolitical, and grass-roots oriented Tea Partiers.

The American political system may be undergoing a historic transformation with the growing prominence of the Tea Party movement. What originally was only a fringe protest movement willed its way into the system of legitimate political power with the election of its candidates (or candidates with Tea Party sympathies) to Congress. Inclined to align to the right of the Republican Party on some issues, the Tea Party movement may have the effect of shifting
the Republican Party’s positions farther to the right. This, in turn, is significant because of what it may mean for governmental policy-making and the voting public in America: Republican politicians may be forced to advocate for more conservative positions, the already overwhelming gap between polarized political parties may widen, and voter allegiances may shift.

Interestingly enough, the profile of both Tea Party voters and Tea Party candidates depicts a definitively upper-middle class population, dealing with less hardship than most of the country during the current period of economic downturn. Indeed, Tea Party voters, by the data of the New York Times/CBS News poll, are “better educated and wealthier than the general public...more likely to describe their economic situation as very or fairly good” (Zernike 2010). Despite their generally comfortable condition, they harbor a great deal of anger at America’s economic situation. In order to understand the Tea Party and their possibly historic impact on the American political system (or at least on the 2010 election), one must get a sense of their background, occupation, and education.

**Impact of the Tea Party on Republican Politics**

Examining the relationship between Tea Party candidates and Republican ones may shed on the discrepancy between Tea Partiers position in society and their rage at the fiscal state of the country. As they are affiliated with the party that is not currently ‘in power’ in Washington, Tea Party anger may be indicative of opposition to a government with a different ideological alignment than their conservative, small-government mind set. If the motivation behind the Tea Party stems from a concern about the ideological stance of the United States, both because of the concern that President Obama is far too ‘liberal’, and establishment Republicans are not conservative enough, the movement’s main concern would be pushing the Republican party towards the right and then into power. Supporting this claim, Tea Partiers tend to harbor a
“unanimous” dislike of President Obama, concluding that he neither shares their values nor understands their problems (Zernike 2010 “Supporters”). In addition, Tea Partiers spend less time mourning lost jobs and the economic climate, and more time proclaiming the need to reduce the size of government, the debt, and taxes.

One may presume that the Tea Party has the potential to help the Republican Party, both in an election context and with its newly elected, conservative members of Congress. Indeed, their grass-roots movement contains a large number of passionate, dedicated members willing to both donate and volunteer for candidates they believe in. 2010 Tea Party candidates were all registered Republicans, suggesting a possible alliance between the two groups once installed in Congress. The excitement of the ‘political outsider’ persona maintained by the Tea Party may help the GOP mobilize its conservative base in the future. In addition, Tea Party candidates elected to Congress will most definitely stand with Republicans on issues like lowering the deficit, and limiting government power.

However, there are also examples that illustrate how the Tea Party can be harmful to the Republican Party. A cautionary tale unfolded in 2009 in the special election in New York’s 23rd district. In a district widely known as a “Republican stronghold”, a Democrat clinched victory when Dan Hoffman, a Conservative Party candidate, forced Dede Scozzafava, the moderate Republican candidate, to withdraw from the race. This caused a rift in Republican leadership and split Republican support, as Scozzafava endorsed the Democrat. (Peters 2010). The Tea Party has the potential of creating the same sort of divisiveness as it pushes for conservative positions that more moderate Republicans may abhor. Recently, Tea Party members elected to Congress chose to complicate the conservative response to the 2011 State of the Union by delivering their own separate response. While Tea Party fervor probably propelled more
Republicans to the midterm polls than would otherwise have been the case, it was also responsible for replacing well-established Republican candidates with less known, less qualified Tea Party members. For example, Ken Buck, Christine O’Donnell, and Sharon Angle were unsuccessful Tea Party candidates in Senate elections where a more moderate, more experienced Republican candidate would have had a good chance of winning. The Tea Party is clearly not a group that will allow itself to be easily controlled. Studying the Tea Party’s budding relationship with the Republican Party is crucial to understanding the direction in which Republican politics is headed because of the movement’s innate ability both to help and hurt Republican politics.

Generally, a Tea Partier or an affiliated candidate might be conceptualized as disaffected with the direction the country is headed, angry at the bailout and stimulus bills—believing they represent a waste of taxpayer money—and concerned about the rising debt and current level of spending. Under the surface however, candidate profiles suggest that Tea Party candidates may also be just as conservative, if not more conservative than their regular Republican counterparts when it comes to social issues like abortion and gay rights. These issues are not normally included in generalized thinking about the Tea Party’s platform, as Tea Party leaders (those which can be identified) say that they focus on economic conservatism because it appeals to all in a time of deficit and recession. These economically conservative issues include “fiscal responsibility, limited government, and [allowing] free markets” (Zernike 2010 “Avoids”). One defining characteristic of Tea Party candidates appears to be their attempt to redefine and remold the ‘Republican’ label to better suit their conservative aims. This is evident in their willingness to challenge established Republican candidates. They win public support through their appeal as dark horse candidates, seeing themselves as ‘citizen legislators’ looking out for the interests of the people, not currying political favor. Driven by outrage at the climate of spending and fiscal
responsibility in Washington politics, their positions adhere more to the idea of repositioning the G.O.P. farther to the right, and less about addressing immediate pressing issues beyond the deficit and spending.

While Republican and Tea Party candidates are similar in many ways, Tea Party candidates are more conservative when it comes to fiscal policy, and in some cases in terms of social policies like abortion. With the success of more than a few of the Tea Party candidates in the midterm elections, it appears that Tea Partiers may have won themselves a seat at the table when it comes to dictating Republican positions. The Tea Party movement, with its willingness to stand in opposition to establishment Republican politicians, presents the possibility that the formation of a third party is possible. For example, a recent New York Times poll states that 19% of respondents believe that there is “a lot” of difference between the movement and the Republican party, and 61% think there is at least “some” difference (Thee-Brenan and Zernike 2010). In addition, Tea Party candidates seem to be more likely to prioritize spending and the deficit as the top issues facing the country, as opposed to a slumping economy or job creation.

One might be tempted to consider the Tea Party movement to be a trend or a fad that will fade out over the next year. Mayor of New York City, Michael Bloomberg, for instance defined the Tea Party as a “fad”, insisting that while the public’s anger at government is not without cause, anger, ”is not a government strategy, [nor] a way to govern” (Barbaro 2010). However, it is clear from the number of representatives and senators in Congress whom adhere to Tea Party values that the movement may be around for quite a while. The Tea Party Caucus was started in the 2011 session of Congress, and is a show of legitimate political power and an indication that the Tea Party is here to stay. Despite its small size--less than 10 percent of Republicans joined--it still acts as a channel between Tea Party sympathizers and Congress (Senate Tea Party Caucus,
Herszenhorn). While admitting that the caucus is small, a freshman senator from Utah, Mike Lee insists that, “In time, it may grow” (Herszenhorn 2011).

Some political analysts choose to view the Tea Party movement strictly through the lens of a third party. However, creating a third party has never proven to be a very effective way to influence the American political system, which inherently encourages the two party system. Additionally the Tea Party movement is far too similar to the Republican Party to justify existing as a completely separate entity. A New York Times/CBS poll conducted in April 2010 shows that though Tea Party supporters believe that the country is headed in the wrong direction, they “do not want a third party and say they usually or almost always vote Republican” (Thee-Brennan and Zernike 2010).

The Tea Party movement, as a recent political development, appears as a new topic in the world of political science academia. Therefore, it is important to ground the choices facing the Tea Party--whether to become a third party, a separate interest group, or an anchoring group within the Republican Party--in theories and political writings which explain how groups have gone about making this choice in the past. The literature review will make sense of these choices, providing examples of other groups, and eventually identifying the anchoring group method as the one most likely to be followed by the Tea Party. The research design section explains the technique used to identify the differences and similarities between Tea Party and Republican candidates, as well as describing why certain candidate positions were recorded in great detail--for example, degrees of opposition to abortion and ideas for improving the healthcare bill. In the section that focuses on the results of Tea Party candidate coding, significant trends and topics are addressed, differences and similarities between the types of candidates are discussed, and a workable definition of a Tea Party candidate is produced. Within this section, each coding trait--
affiliation with the Tea Party, education, political experience, position on the Obama administration, healthcare, taxes, abortion, military spending, family values, and spending and the deficit—is discussed and broken down to reveal either a similarity between Tea Party and Republican candidates, or an important difference. The case studies section identifies some of the most pertinent examples of trends for each coding characteristic. A specific Tea Party candidate offers the example for each trend. Immediately following, results of candidate coding are summarized, conclusions drawn, and implications for the future are stated. Finally, the Tea Party caucus, and political predictions on the future of the Tea Party movement are explored. Tea Party candidates who won their 2010 election are shown to be participating in the normal processes and culture of Washington, despite campaign promises to the contrary. This development offers an interesting account of how neophyte politicians make the transition from ‘citizen legislators’ to savvy senators and representatives. For example, while most of the Tea Party candidates ran on an anti-Washington platform, those that won have accepted the role lobbyists and interest groups play in the money side of politics (Eggen 2010). The body of this work will hopefully provide a more detailed picture of the profile of a Tea Party candidate, a more in depth look at what issues are important to the group, and how this new breed of candidate matches up against its mainstream Republican counterpart.
Chapter II: Third Party Rise and Protest Movement Inclusion: Diverse Perspectives

In Madison’s Federalist 10, factions are presented as ills of American society and a threat to responsible government. Organizing into factions is a draw to each and every citizen of the Republic. Madison considered factions to be great evils that would prevent the effective governance of the United States by dividing citizens (Madison 1787). In the fledgling days of the United States, political parties were referred to as factions, and shrouded in overwhelmingly negative connotations. Today, however, parties have shed this divisive image and the definition of faction has changed. Factions have become the counteractive elements that arise within majority parties or separately, in opposition to mainstream political forces. It is hotly debated whether the recently formed Tea Party movement is its own emerging party, an interest group that will lobby for its policies through a major party, or simply a faction that will be quickly
incorporated into one of the dominant political parties. The choices facing the Tea Party – and the likely outcome of this process--can be understood in terms of Dahl’s trilemma of social movements--the choice to become a third party, a pressure group or an “anchoring group” within a political party--and Karol’s work on group incorporation into political parties.

Though the media has speculated on whether the Tea Party will go full bore into the American political realm as an independent party, a more likely choice will be affiliation with the Republican party. As argued later in this paper, the Tea Party movement exhibits enough similarity to the Republican party to provide for a close alliance between the two forces. Some differences exist between the movement and the Party on specific positions, but for all intents and purposes, Republican and Tea Party views coincide.

**What Constitutes a Political Party?**

To determine whether the Tea Party is a fledgling political party or a wing of the Republican Party, a definition of the term ‘political party’ must be established. Political parties deal with “intersections of the political process--conflict regulation, integration, public opinion formation, policy formulation” and are organized around “public interest or private gain” (Hawkesworth et al. 1992). In the case of the Tea Party, a concerned group of citizens is adamantly protesting the Obama administration’s approach to governance. “Externally created parties” are those created outside, and usually in opposition to, the dominant political system (Hawkesworth et al. 1992). A useful definition of parties provided by political scientist David Karol is to think of parties as “coalitions of groups with intense preferences on issues managed by politicians” (Karol 2009). In the case of the Tea Party, their intense preferences concern fiscal conservatism, opposition to government assistance or interference in states or private citizens’ business, and strict adherence to their interpretation of the Constitution. Political parties are also
viewed as building a sort of voter identity, with its measure of success being how many people vote for their party. Methods parties use to create this identity are “official labels and symbols to party platforms and complex ideologies, from propaganda and educational programmes to a vast apparatus of auxiliary party organizations” (Hawkesworth et al. 1992). Though today voter loyalty to his or her party is not as strong as it once was, political parties still form the crucial link between elected officials and the populace. Thus, groups looking to change the course of the nation look to harness the political power that comes with having your candidates elected to office. In the case of the Tea Party, the creation of a new party may occur if Tea Partiers can distinguish themselves from Republicans enough to build political strength by getting many candidates elected. However, it is more likely that the Tea Party will choose to incorporate itself into the Republican party, which already has legitimacy and a well-established persona.

**Definition of a Faction or Interest Group**

Interest group-type organizations arise to advocate or deal with the concerns of a like-minded group of individuals. These interest groups will negotiate with the political party most likely to cater to their desired policies at any given time--they are not limited to one group or the other, and may decide to strike out on their own at times. That being said it can be a difficult process, requiring “time, money, ‘boldness’, and generally an ‘angel’ or two” (Hakesworth et al. 1992). The most important mission for movements migrating into political party status is the building of political legitimacy. The Tea Party has attempted to claim some political legitimacy since its angry, tumultuous rise to fame by trying to appear non-partisan and calling out members of both parties for votes or policies they consider to be too liberal. In addition, Tea Party members, many for the first time, are now running for office, which may have the effect of integrating their party into the mainstream political dialogue. For many commentators and
scholars, the Tea Party movement falls under the label of faction—a curious, anomalous phenomenon marked by its temporality and occurrence during a time of crisis (Belle and Belloni 1976). Defined by William N. Chambers, the organizations of emerging factions (and budding political parties) are defined as “semi-visible” (difficult to identify), irregular and unstable...coming into existence...in an almost unconscious fashion” (Belle and Belloni 1976, 535). This almost precisely coincides with the very loose linkages (if any exist at all) between branches of the Tea Party, which make it difficult to pin down the extent of the movement’s appeal, and the identity of their members. Members of groups have similar concerns about certain policy positions, and look to influence other organizations and political parties so that their ideals are realized. On the other hand, the power that an interest group holds stems from whether the party elite believe that adopting a group’s favored positions will help them win a political majority. While the Tea Party movement does appear to have an independent streak, it also seems willing to work within the existing framework of the GOP—an easier and faster way to turn its momentum into votes and policies.

**The Tea Party as an “Anchoring Group”**

Furthering Karol’s model of group incorporation is the concept of “anchoring groups”: “large, socially important interest groups that, having joined together with major political parties, exercise broad influence on national politics by virtue of money, votes, and networks” (Schlozman 2010). One of the political parties must be open to affiliation with the group, in this case, the Tea Party. Parties incorporate groups when they think it will help them achieve electoral majorities. Anchoring groups are not simply limited to one issue, but may advocate for a variety of policies. The Tea Party movement arose to reverse the path government is heading down—big government, out of control spending, and universal healthcare. Tea Party members are
organized around a set of shared principles; specifically, they argue that the current health care system “already provides adequate care to the poor and the elderly” (Katel 2010). The Republican Party is incentivized to incorporate the Tea Party Movement because its grass roots support can be turned into votes. Additionally, incorporation is probable because most Tea Party members are both conservative and registered Republicans that generally vote for GOP candidates. The “Grand Old Tea Party” attributes the rise of the Tea Party to an increasingly more conservative and involved Republican base (Abramowitz 2010).

Using Political Pressure: Interest Groups

Interest groups work outside the party system by trying to influence policy through whatever channels necessary. These groups do not confine their alliances to one political party or the other. Instead, they ally themselves on an issue to issue basis--siding with whatever party’s position is closest to their own. Social movements like the Tea Party will make the choice to become a interest group if there are like-minded individuals in both the Republican and Democratic Parties (Schlozman 2010). While they attempt to get their policy choices put into action, they do so without nominating political candidates. Pressure groups use the already established political parties indiscriminately to achieve their goals. Another characteristic of interest groups is that they often attempt to achieve small scale, specific changes. As most of the Tea Party’s aims are broad--a re-invocation of fiscal conservatism and constitutional bounds on government, the pressure group label does not seem like a good fit. In addition, the Tea Party has already gone a step beyond the interest group level by nominating their own candidates and casting themselves as strict conservatives, which makes alliance with the Democratic party seem unlikely.

A New Party Emerging?
There are those that believe the Tea Party movement indicates a larger shift in the United States, and the creation of a new brand of politics. Law Professor Harlan Reynolds goes as far as to suggest the Tea Party is the third Great Awakening (Reynolds 2010). Fiorina, in his perspective, indicates that he no longer believes that voter identification with parties is unchangeable as it was in the 1950s (Fiorina 2002). The willingness of voters to single out politicians who are oriented around their ideology--conservatism--and perhaps orient with a third party depicts what Fiorina describes as a rising trend in the 1980s that has continued to today.

While political parties in government (i.e. among elites) remained strong, party affiliation among the voting masses grew increasingly weaker perhaps allowing a realignment of political attitudes (Fiorina 2002). His opinion indicates that there is room within the US political electorate for alternate forms of party identification. This school of thought suggests that the Tea Party Movement, while originally aligned with the Republican Party, is splintering away from the dominant party and becoming a factional political force. As defined by Dahl’s trilemma, a movement will choose to become a third party if both parties are hostile to the movement’s aims (Schlozman 2010). This will happen if the Republican Party in particular, decides that Tea Party positions are too conservative or radical. Throughout United States political history, some authors argue, waves of protest sentiment among the voting population indicate that a major realignment of political power is about to take place. Sundquist discusses the importance of a “voter revolution” to such a shift in political power (Sundquist 1983). Tea Party candidates have emerged to challenge Democrats and Republicans alike in the 2010 midterm elections (running as challenger Republican candidates), adding an electoral component to their cause. Interestingly, the interest groups and protest movements that are outside the dominant
Democratic-Republican political mainstream often choose to exert their influence in the traditional way, through the accumulation of electoral power.

Formation of a political party is often the way movements generate staying power. Indeed, Belle and Belloni suggest that factionalism is perhaps a stage of political system and party development (Belle and Belloni 1976). In order to take the next step, they need to establish political legitimacy and relevance by winning elections. The Tea Party has been viewed as a top down organization—run by media and financial elites (Abramowitz 2010). However, they also contain the “sympathizing” laymen that are essential to a successful political party (Abramowitz 2010). The political party as an entity is a sort of status symbol of legitimacy. Indeed, Samuel Huntington states that the political party is so important as to be “the distinctive institution in the modern polity” (Hawkesworth et al. 1992). The purpose of parties is to guide and shape government policy, which is exactly what the Tea Party intends on doing: turning government away from democratic, or ‘socialistic’ policies toward conservative fiscal and societal solutions. However, despite the Tea Party’s ability to recruit their own candidates to run for election (as a third party would) they are still running as Republicans. This suggests that the third party route is more of a bargaining chip that the Tea Party may use to get the GOP to focus on its issues.

**Incorporation into a Major Political Party**

The theoretical framework of factionalism may also be applied to the movement inclusion school of thought. This viewpoint indicates that the Tea Party is a portion of the Republican Party, an “intra-party unit”, and not its own political phenomenon (Belle and Belloni 1976, 536). As mentioned previously, parties adopt groups’ positions if they feel that there is an electoral incentive to do so. The relationship between the Republican Party and the Tea Party
Movement hinges on whether elite Republicans feel that they can harness the Tea Party’s voter support.

The Tea Party will also have more influence over policy if it decides to work within a major political party that has already amassed power in the political system. As Karol explains, the degree to which groups are incorporated into a party determines how much leverage they have over the positions the party takes—key groups within parties have more say in the policies that are adopted (Karol 2009). Karol asserts that parties may go through a process called “coalition group incorporation” (Karol 2009). Examples of this phenomenon include abortion and gun control. Originally, opinions on abortion cut across political affiliation. It was not until the 1970s and Nixon’s presidency that Republicans saw that the political expediency in incorporating abortion into their national platform: Nixon “[envisioned] our own new coalition based on the Silent Majority, blue collar Catholic, Poles, Italian and Irish” (Karol 2009, 59).

Similarly, incumbent Republican candidates have begun to seek the backing of their local tea party organizations, and have begun preaching the Tea Party’s platform issues. They discuss fiscal conservancy, and government intrusion. Party leaders and politicians adjust their positions and adopt the opinions of their affiliated groups because ultimately, their goal is either to get elected or stay in power.

Karol highlights several ways an issue and a group can become prominent: it can just emerge in the consciousness of a party, those issues that formerly cut across party lines can proceed to divide parties, and parties can switch positions on issues (Karol 2009). The issues highlighted by the Tea Party are in popular society’s focus (fiscal conservatism, small government) because of the catastrophic economic downturn, and the start of a new presidential administration. Furthermore, scholar Richard Rose defines factional ideology—if one can define
the Tea Party as such—as placing emphasis on a certain set of principles of the larger party, and it is around this set of ideas that actions and membership in the faction are centered (Belle and Belloni 1976). The Tea Party Movement has in fact centered on fiscal conservatism, a long standing plank of the Republican Party. 80% of Tea Party identifiers also identify themselves as Republican (Abramowitz 2010). The political path taken by the Tea Party so far indicates the likelihood it will become an ‘anchoring group’ within the GOP. Historically, several pivotal issues depict the transformation of issue based groups into major political parties, illuminating the process the Tea Party is undergoing.

Other Incorporated Movements

Abortion and gun rights are two causes which exemplify the incorporation of specific issues into major party platform. Karol delves into the history of incorporation of movements into political parties. He mentions abortion and gun rights as issues of groups that became politically important and caused the incorporation of interested groups into the Republican Party. The records of politicians can also be telling in terms of the shifts that they (and their party) must make to accommodate newly incorporated groups. One example is the career of Lyndon B. Johnson and his position on race relations in the United States: he went from representing conservative Texas, to a proponent of civil rights in his time in the White House (Karol 2009). Karol suggests that the incorporation of other groups into parties, like Grover Norquist’s Americans for Tax Reform into the Republican Party, indicates the politicization of a previously non-partisan issue (Karol 2009). The religious right is an example of a group that actively advocates for their favored policies, mainly through the Republican Party. Across the aisle, labor interests like the AFL-CIO have lobbied the Democratic Party for the policies they desire to be enacted.
Abortion is an example of an issue of groups once outside the party system, that is now an indicator of party identification. In fact, up until the 1980s, at the mass level Democrats were, on average, significantly more pro-life than their Republican counterparts (Karol 2009). However, pro-life and pro-choice groups have increasingly become important parts of the Democratic and Republic Parties, as the issue has grown increasingly polarizing. On each side of the issue, party elites have taken strong positions in accordance with the desire of pro-life and pro-choice groups. In each case, these groups are now integral parts of their respective parties. In turn, these elites give cues to voters who often align their opinions this the party. For Nixon, incorporating pro-life groups into the coalition of his presidential campaign stemmed from his awareness of George Wallace’s potential to cut into the traditional Republican electorate. He appealed to democratic white Catholics by standing in opposition to abortion, though in the mid 1960s, Republicans were more supportive of the right to choose than Democrats (Karol 2009).

The status quo gradually developed: abortion and its related groups became important politically, and the positions of these groups became a standard part of their respective political parties. A similar opportunity now presents itself to the Republican Party: they can address the concerns of the Tea Party, adopting their issues, and thus draw its supporters more closely into the Republican fold.

The Tea Party Movement: Assimilation into the Republican Party

Of the trilemma choices, the most politically advantageous choice for both the Republican Party and the Tea Party Movement is the incorporation of the movement into the larger political party, both because of sacrifices necessary to build a third party, and the suitability of an ‘anchoring group’ relationship. Reasons that are often cited to explain the unlikeness of a powerful third party in American politics include: the plurality method of
election of presidents and governors, and the single member district method of choosing senators, representatives and state representatives. The Tea Party Movement is also prevented from becoming a separate political force by the negative connotations attached to being another division between citizens in society. As Madison suggests, being a force within society that is seemingly dedicated to separating citizens and causing competition and conflict over political resources is not something that encourages support (Madison 1787). Instead, being incorporated into the Republican party allows the Tea Party to advocate for its policies without becoming a separate party.

The Tea Party seems to be undergoing the process of “coalition group incorporation” as defined by Karol: a major party shifts its positions in order to assume the constituency of a movement (Karol 2009). The Tea Party movement is similar enough to the Republican Party to be considered affiliated, and the Tea Party cannot separate themselves effectively because such behavior is seen as divisive and counterproductive. In other words, the choice that is posed to Tea Partiers is either to remain separate and allow Democrats to prevail, or choose to assimilate into the similarly conservative Republican Party. The Republican Party has indicated it is open to a relationship with the Tea Party; most members of the Republican establishment have supported the Tea Party Candidates that challenged and beat Republicans in the primary. The Republican Party’s incentive to incorporate the Tea Party lies in the potential of electoral support, and the possibility of benefiting from the public’s animosity toward the government by adopting the anti-government stance and political newcomer reputation of the Tea Party. As the groups that make up a party’s coalition change, already established politicians may feel “pressure on them to accommodate the new faction” (Karol 2009). Through this accommodation, the structure and policy preferences of the Republican party may change.
Abramowitz determined that the two best indicators of Tea Party supporters were animosity towards the president and conservatism; on these two fronts, the movement may push the Republican Party further right (Abramowitz 2010). Because factions are centered around issues, says J. Nyomarkay, they develop enough organization and structure to advocate for their interests effectively, but face no incentive to develop beyond this level (Belle and Belloni 1976). Abramowitz views the Tea Party as an outgrowth of the increasing conservatism of the Republican base (Abramowitz 2010). Their willingness to criticize Republican politicians (the political party that most closely subscribes to their beliefs) has helped create the impression that the Tea Party is a movement with no particular political affiliation. However, it is clear that the Tea Party movement aims to “push the national Republican Party to the right” by running their own candidates against Republicans in the midterm elections, where they determine that Republicans are not conservative enough (Katel 2010). While Tea Partiers seem to be content to secure conservative policies through the GOP, other options are available if this fails to happen.

Once group incorporation has taken place, if the group’s desired policies are not upheld, “the group can support challengers in primaries” (Karol 2009). This threat to support challengers in Republican primaries (as evidenced by the 2010 midterm elections) can be used by the Tea Party group as leverage to uphold their preferred policies. Tea Party members themselves remark that though “the GOP has lost the mantle of fiscal responsibility and small government...[it] is the most likely breeding ground for fiscally responsible constitutionalists” (Katel 2010). Therefore, the Tea Party will not be inclined to bargain with the Democratic Party. Factions, like the Tea Party movement are lacking the key ingredients of a permanent political party: “the symbols, the history and the enduring organic “personality” of parties” (Belle and Belloni 1976). As a brand new movement, the Tea Party does not have the legacy or power to hold its own as a
separate political party. In conclusion, the school of thought which interprets the Tea Party movement as moving into an ‘anchoring group’ relationship with the Republican party, possesses the most credibility.
As Tea Party candidates are the most accessible examples of what the Tea Party Movement stands for, they served as the prime subject of research. They are also important because they are the face of the movement--as politicians, they are the most clearly defined examples of Tea Party members. Candidates tell us what movements and parties stand for, and positions they take have the potential to be reflected in actual policy. Candidate coding proved to be the easiest way to complete a comparison analysis of Tea Party to non-Tea Party Republican candidates, though this comparison was also limited by a candidate’s status as a challenger. All Senate Tea Party and non-Tea Party Republican challenger candidates were coded, and 50 and 19 Tea Party and non-Tea Party Republican House challengers were researched respectively. Non-Tea Party Republicans were chosen from similar areas of the country as Tea Party candidates, and for their exclusion from the New York Times’ Tea Party candidates list. Tea Party candidates were identified using the New York Times Tea Party electoral map. This map identified all Tea Party Senate and House candidates based on whether they had Tea Party endorsements, support, were members, or had spoken at rallies or meetings.

**Research Sources**

Researching candidate biographies and candidates’ positions proceeded in the same manner for each candidate. First, the candidate’s campaign website was inspected for all positions and information it might offer. Then, secondary sources, like candidate profile websites, such as whorunsgov.org were examined for information not listed on candidate websites. Thirdly, newspaper articles were searched to fill in any remaining gaps. If some information was still not found after this process, it was concluded that candidates did not care to emphasize these issues, or were perhaps purposefully leaving their opinions on the subject (for example, on the Don’t Ask Don’t Tell military policy) ambiguous.
Background and issue position characteristics were quantified on a number scale. The number scale was based on the opinions that were most favored or disfavored by candidates, and on the range of responses candidates gave. Issues that were more complicated were broken down into multiple coding columns, like position on healthcare, which had six columns: whether reform was needed, whether healthcare costs were too high, position on the healthcare bill, infringement on patient rights, favorability of free market reforms, and whether the candidate emphasized tort reform.

Candidate Coding

This breakdown of issues allowed for research to determine the minute differences or similarities between Tea Party and Republican candidates. A full list of coding topics is available in the appendix, along with the reason why they were included, and what implications they might hold for the Tea Party movement’s relationship with the Republican Party. For the characteristics that revealed a significant difference between the two types of candidates, an example was selected to be elaborated on within the conclusion section.

Addressing Possible Sources of Error

As with many methods of analysis that involve coding, an element of subjectivity is involved in determining and classifying candidate opinions and positions. Particularly in the case of politics, where candidates can emphasize or de-emphasize topics or the strength of their position based on the present audience, objectivity can be difficult. However, the process of researching candidates--based first on their website, then on candidate databases, then on newspaper articles--lends a systematic sense to candidate coding. Another complication which occurs when trying to separate out Tea Party candidates from non-Tea Party Republican candidates is that there is no formal committee of Tea Party leaders that decide who qualifies as
a Tea Party Republican candidate. Therefore, the line separating traditional Republican candidates from Tea Party candidates is not completely clear--some candidates may call themselves Tea Partiers, others may be considered Tea Party candidates because of the positions they hold, but do not actually identify themselves in this manner. For example, all Tea Party candidates are also registered Republicans, and some of the support they receive from Tea Party organizations can be found supporting candidates not considered Tea Party candidates. This concern was addressed by recording the level of support from or involvement with the movement for each Tea Party candidate. However, it also serves to support the point that the Tea Party movement and the Republican Party are becoming increasingly unified.

Chapter IV: Trends of Tea Party Versus Non-Tea Party Republican Candidates

Candidate Coding: Trends and Statistical Data

This section explains major trends of differences and similarities between Tea Party Republican and non-Tea Party Republican candidates, and common characteristics of Tea Party
candidates. The first set of qualities coded determined the average profile of a Tea Party Republican candidate in both House and Senate elections. House Tea Party Republican candidates were less likely to come from “elite” backgrounds—in terms of education and occupation—and had less political experience than non-Tea Party Republican candidates. One element of the Tea Party that has made it controversial is its members’ tendency to be extremely hostile to and cynical of the Obama administration—a trend that held true in this Tea Party candidate analysis. Social issues, supposedly not a focus of the Tea Party platform, actually proved to be very important to Tea Party Republican candidates—revealing that they are both more conservative, and more unequivocal in their opinions than non-Tea Party Republican candidates. However, true to Tea Party ideals, they were most concerned with transforming the United States’ fiscal policy, by reducing government and prioritizing spending cuts, and reforming the tax system. On the whole, the depiction of Tea Party Republican candidates gained from this study shows that the Tea Party is close to the Republican Party on many issues—thus, they will be able to collaborate—and will most likely encourage the party to adopt far-right positions.

Affiliation with the Tea Party

As with any grass-roots movement, the extent to which someone is a full-fledged ‘member’ of the political group is difficult to ascertain. There are those who claim to be ‘members’ of the Tea Party but have never donated money nor participated in rallies. In essence, this type of ‘member’ simply subscribes to Tea Party beliefs and supports the political goals of the movement. On the other hand, there are those citizens who are actively involved in organizing protests, meetings, and raising money for the Tea Party cause. In an effort to make note of how involved Tea Party candidates are in the movement, this section seeks to provide a
better understanding of what it means to be classified as a Tea Party candidate. In Senate elections, half of Tea Party Republican candidates refer to themselves as members of the movement. Another 37% were endorsed by Tea Party organizations (or notable leaders), while an additional 12% spoke at Tea Party rallies or were involved in their activities in some way. I coded a candidate as endorsed by the Tea Party or Tea Party leaders if candidates were either endorsed by their local Tea Party organization, by national groups which support the movement (like the Tea Party Express or FreedomWorks), or by individuals which are known as the figureheads of the movement (like Sarah Palin). For House Tea Party candidates, the most common level of affiliation with the movement was to be endorsed by Tea Parties and their leaders--for 70% of candidates this was the case. 16% of House Tea Party candidates were involved in Tea Party activities, and only 12% called themselves Tea Party members. Though it is possible for candidates to have several different types of support, the point of coding this trait was to determine level of involvement. Therefore, if a candidate both declared themselves a Tea Partier, and spoke at Tea Party events, they were coded as “identifies as a Tea Party member”, because this indicates a higher level of engagement in the movement. As the graphs below show, Senate Tea Party Republican candidates are more likely to have a higher level of affiliation with the Tea Party, as a greater percentage of them identified themselves as Tea Partiers than was true in the House. The second graph on the next page depicts the tendency of House Tea Party Republican candidates to be called Tea Partiers because they were endorsed by a Tea Party leader, though there was also the smaller chance that they were members of the movement or recurring speakers.
Candidate Background: Education and Employment

Level of education and type of employment can help indicate where a candidate is situated in the American economic hierarchy, as well as provide a better understanding of who makes up the Tea Party movement. Senate Non Tea Partiers and Tea Partiers had essentially the same amount of education--of non-Tea Party Republican candidates, 63% had graduate degrees, 36% had college degrees, for Tea Party candidates, 62% had graduate degrees, 37% had college degrees. Interestingly, House Tea Party candidates were far more likely to hold a graduate degree than non-Tea Party candidates: 54% of Tea Partiers have a graduate degree, versus 26% of non-Tea Party Republicans. In this sense, Tea Party House candidates were the more educated group. These graduate degrees were often in fields like law or medicine, which were common occupations for Tea Party Republicans to have.

Employment trends were almost opposite in the House versus in the Senate. Many Non-Tea Party Republican and Tea Party Republican candidates in the Senate were both participants in the political system, contrary to the notion that the Tea Party movement stands for those for whom politics is a new endeavor. For Non Tea Partiers, the most common occupation was that of a career politician, though many Tea Party candidates were also career politicians (37%). Career politicians were coded as such if they had dedicated at least two years to a state-wide elected office prior to running for Congress, or if they had held congressional office before. For Tea Partiers, the most common occupations were that of lawyer and career politician--37% and 37% respectively. In House elections, however, Tea Party candidates did have much less political experience than non-Tea Party Republican candidates. Tea Party House candidates were most commonly lawyers, while other Republican candidates were commonly career politicians (42%). This contrasted sharply with the low percentage of Tea Partiers that were career politicians--6%. 
The differences between Tea Party candidate experience in Senate and House elections may be explained by the more prominent status held by those holding Senate seats. Often, a candidate running for a Senate seat has already served as a Representative. Perhaps, in order to be taken seriously as a Senate candidate, one must political experience, even in an election season where political newcomers are welcomed. In House elections, the notion of Tea Partiers being political outsiders rang true—a much lower percentage were career politicians. A comparison of Senate Non-Tea Party and Tea Party Republican candidates is shown below, illustrating the similar levels of education in the Senate:

**Candidate Demographics: Gender, Age, and Race**

While House Tea Party candidates were distinct for their lack of political experience, Senate Tea Partiers were a unique bunch because of their relative youth. Tea Party Republican Senate candidates were significantly younger than non-Tea Party Republicans, while House
candidates of both types were spread over a similar range of ages. Tea Party non-Tea Party Republican candidates are more likely than Republican candidates to be below the age of 50. Non-Tea Party Republican candidates were more likely to be over fifty, and even into their sixties. On the whole, non-Tea Party Republican and Tea Party candidates in House elections were of similar ages: 5% were approximately 39, 26% were approximately 50, and about 5% were over the age of 65.

Comparing the gender of Tea Party candidates to that of non-Tea Party candidates is important because one theory that has been advanced about the Tea Party is that it may be encouraging women to become more involved and politically engaged than has typically been the case among conservative Republicans. In the candidate pool, this did not appear to be true. Both the groups of candidates in the House and Senate had percentages of female candidates at 25% or less. Non-Tea Party Senate Republican candidates were a field of 8 male and 3 female candidates, while the Tea Party candidate group was made up of 6 male and 2 female candidates (25%). House Tea Party candidates had more women running than non-Tea Party Republicans, though both posted a low percentage at 14 and 10% respectively.

Race is another element of diversity that must be examined to get a sense of whether the Tea Party Movement is finding more success getting minority candidates to run for office than is typical for the GOP. Senate Tea Partiers were slightly more racially diverse than non-Tea Party Republican candidates, with one candidate of latino descent but no African Americans. For the House elections sample of candidates, Tea Party candidates were also a more diverse group with 2 African-American candidates and 4 Latino candidates. Non-Tea Party Republican candidates were less diverse with only 1 African-American candidate and 1 Asian candidate. It is ironic that Tea Party Movement candidates appear to be more racially diverse than non-Tea Party
Republican candidates, because the Tea Party is often accused of being racist or xenophobic. However, as a response to this point, and as will be shown in the candidate case study section, minority candidates of the Tea Party persuasion also often held the most extreme, conservative issue positions.

In sum, Senate Tea Partiers were very similar to non-Tea Party Republican candidates in most categories except for age, where they were significantly younger. It also appears that they were slightly more racially diverse, but less diverse in terms of gender. House Tea Party candidates were distinguishable from their Republican counterparts by education and occupation. They were more likely to hold a graduate degree, supporting the conclusion drawn about Tea Partiers in the introductory chapters of this thesis, that they are part of the upper-middle classes of America. In terms of occupation, House Tea Party candidates were also much less likely to be career politicians.

**Political Novice or Consummate Politician: Previous Political Experience and Previous Run for Congress**

Being a political outsider is seen as an appealing quality for a political candidate, because it is supposed to mean that they are not beholden to special interests, and approach political problems with the mindset of an average American, not the mindset of a self-interested politician. Particularly in a mid-term election (no presidential coattails), in a time when much anger is directed at the government, being outside the Washington culture is seen as a positive trait. The allure of political neophyte Tea Party candidates in the House did seem to help politically inexperienced people win primary elections--with a twist.

Though Senate Tea Party candidates had experience holding political office while the majority of House Tea Party candidates did not, it turns out, for House Tea Party candidates, this
was not for lack of trying. House Tea Party candidates had run for Congress unsuccessfully more often than non-Tea Party Republican candidates prior to the 2010 election--37% to 9%. This data shows that some of the Tea Party candidates may have seen a political opportunity to join with the Tea Party--having lost before, they were thinking they could capitalize on the movement’s anti-Washington, anti-incumbent mood. On the other hand, the majority of both types of candidates did not possess experience in Congress: half of the House Tea Party candidates, and 63% of non-Tea Party Republican candidates had never run for Congress before. House Republican candidates were also more likely than their counterparts to have served in Congress prior to 2010. This proves that on the whole, there is some truth to Tea Party candidates having little political experience, at least in House elections: 62% of candidates had no previous political experience versus only 47% of non-Tea Party Republican who were political newbies. House Republican candidates were also more likely to have held elected office in their local governments. However, 6% of House Tea Party candidates had experience in Congress, while this was true for 0% of non-Tea Party Republican candidates, 20% of both types of candidates had some experience in the state legislature. Below is a graph which illustrates the lack of political experience found among House Tea Party candidates. Interestingly enough, the one House candidate with previous political experience also happened to be a Tea Partier. Though this might seem unusual, this particular candidate had been out of political power for a few years, and was looking to be regain political office--he was not an incumbent.
A majority of candidates in the Senate had previous political experience. Senate Tea Party and non-Tea Party Republicans were very similar in the amount of political experience they had: 50 and 36% had zero political experience, respectively. Of Tea Party Republican and non-Tea Party Republican candidates, 12% and 9% of each had experience in local government, 25% and 18% of each had experience in state government, and 12% and 36% had experience in Congress, respectively. Senate non-Tea Party and Tea Party. Therefore, as shown in the graph below, Tea Party Republicans were more likely to have experience at the local and state-wide levels, while non-Tea Party Republicans were more likely to have congressional experience.
Contract from America

The Contract from America is supposedly a mark of a Tea Party candidate, as it was created by a Tea Party follower and outlines some of the movement’s most well-known positions. However, of all House Tea Party candidates, only 48% of candidates advertised that they signed the contract. Others may not have signed, or did not view signing the contract as a campaign position that would be rewarded by voters. One possible shortcoming of this trait’s analysis is that even though a candidate may not have advertised signing the pledge on his or her website does not mean they did not sign it. However, if a candidate was a true Tea Partier, one would assume that they would want the public to know that they signed the movement’s pledge. Comparatively, 10% of non-Tea Party Republican House candidates signed the Contract from America. These results reveal the difficulty of studying the Tea Party, as much of the time members of the Tea Party can also be entwined in the Republican Party, such as non-Tea Party
Republicans who sign the Contract from America. Like many traits between the two types of candidates in Senate elections, signing the Contract for America was a popular thing for both to do. For Senate candidates, the percentage of candidates of each type that signed the Contract from America were--82% of non-Tea Party Republican candidates and 87% of Tea Party candidates. It is possible that people may want to see their senate candidates putting forward the more broad, nationalistic policies stated in the Contract from America, while candidates for representatives seats need to focus on issues specific to their districts to win voter support. This would explain the discrepancies in signature of the Contract from America between House and Senate Tea Party Republican candidates. Below are density graphs which compare the numbers of “sign” versus “did not sign” in the House and Senate elections. As seen in the graphs on the next page, a similar high percentage of non-Tea Party Republican and Tea Party Republican candidate in the Senate signed the Contract from America. Comparatively, a low percentage of Tea Party Republican candidates in the House signed the pledge.
Position on Obama Administration

An important aspect of discovering how the Tea Party Movement will affect politics in the United States is figuring out how Tea Party adherents feel about the current direction and leadership of the country. Tea Party candidates were 17% more likely than other Republicans to view the Obama Administration as part of the ‘radical’ left, as holding socialist or very liberal values, and as taking the country in the wrong direction. This trend held true in House elections, where Tea Party candidates are more likely (72% versus 10%) to view the Obama administration as a part of the ‘radical left’, driving the country in the wrong direction. Candidates who included Obama as part of the ‘radical’ left were defined as those which made statements or had information on their webpage stating that Obama is leading the country towards socialism, destruction of key American values, or those candidates who subscribe to “birther” beliefs. One preconceived notion many hold about the Tea Party is that they do not believe the Barack Obama’s presidency is legitimate because they think he was born outside the United States. While many Tea Party candidates assumed Obama is leading the country away from its founding principles, and some even described him as a socialist, there was only one candidate who seemed to believe that the president is not a United States citizen. However, one explanation for the lack of “birther” candidates is that the candidates included in this study were those that succeeded in their primary elections. Tea Party candidates who subscribed to this very extreme and reactionary view were likely defeated in primaries across the country. Additionally, even if general election candidates sympathized with the “birther” notion, in order to win general elections, candidates often find it necessary to present themselves as more moderate to appeal to
a wider range of voters, and thus probably resisted from discussing this topic. If this was a study of primary Tea Party candidates, perhaps there would be more “birthers”.

**Position on Healthcare: Need for Reform, Cost of Healthcare, Repeal of Healthcare Bill, Restriction of Patient Freedom, Free Market Reform, and Tort Reform**

Health care reform, particularly with the passage of the landmark healthcare reform bill, was the subject of much debate during the 2010 midterm elections. The majority of the Republican Party, unhappy with the result of the health care reform process, while claiming that the bill was either not needed or the wrong kind of reform, continued to suggest their own free market improvements. This section will determine to what extent Tea Party Republican and non-Tea Party Republican candidates agreed on the need for and type of changes. Republican candidates were divided almost in half on the question of whether US healthcare actually needs reform (though they agreed that the healthcare reform that was passed was the wrong kind of change). Senate Tea Party candidates on the other hand, were split 25% to 75%, with the majority being in favor of improvements and reform to the system. However 25% of Tea Party candidates, or two candidates given that the number of senate candidates is small, believed that healthcare in the United States is both reasonably priced, and covers enough Americans. 36% of Republican candidates, along with 25% of Tea Partiers did not emphasize the cost of healthcare as a problem, thus one may assume that they do not see healthcare reform as a pressing issue. A similar percentage of both types of candidates--63% of [non-Tea party] Republican, 50% of Tea Partiers--believed that healthcare costs are too high and that more people should be able to afford coverage. A greater percentage of Tea Party candidates called for the total repeal of the healthcare reform bill (88%) though almost all of both categories of candidates viewed the bill negatively. One issue that 100% of Tea Partiers agreed on was that if the healthcare reform bill
was allowed to go into effect, it would negatively affect patient freedom, and individual and doctor control over treatments. Non-Tea Party Republicans were slightly more ambiguous on this issue, with 72% concerned about patient freedom, and 27% not emphasizing the issue. Tea Party candidates were unanimous in their endorsement of free market reforms to fix the healthcare system. While a majority of Republican candidates agreed, 27% did not offer free market reforms as a solution. Candidates also agreed that tort reform would help cut costs within the healthcare system--around 75% of each type of candidate felt favorably towards this measure.

House Tea Party candidates are 54% more likely than Republicans to think that US healthcare is perfect the way it is, and is not in need of reform. 100% of Republican candidates emphasized that the existing cost of healthcare is too high. Tea Party candidates on the other hand, were most likely to de-emphasize cost of healthcare (58%) in their attack on the healthcare reform bill. Tea Party candidates were slightly more likely than Republican candidates to call for a total repeal of the health care bill, and slightly more inclined to emphasize that the healthcare bill would mean restricting patient freedom (60% versus 52%). Republicans, however more often group their suggestions for reforming the healthcare systems under the label of free market reform, while Tea Partiers, who are more negative about the bill are less inclined to offer solutions. When it comes to recommending tort reform as a cost cutting measure for healthcare costs, Republicans are again 10% more likely to identify this measure as a specific option.

Overall, Tea Party candidates tend to have a more drastic aversion to the healthcare bill--both clamoring for its repeal and arguing that the system is fine as it is. As demonstrated in the graphs below, a higher percentage of Tea Party Republican Senate candidates declared that the healthcare system needs little reform.
Position on Abortion: Pro-choice or Pro-life and Specific Limitations

Mainstream interpretations of the Tea Party Movement often conclude that Tea Party members are concerned mainly with fiscal issues, and resist taking stands on social issues. However, Tea Party Republican candidates were more likely to state where they would draw the line on limiting abortion, as opposed to merely stating that they were pro-life. In addition, the limits they would place on abortion portrayed them as more conservative than their non-Tea Party Republican counterparts. Both Senate non-Tea Party Republican and Tea Party Republican candidates were unsurprisingly pro-life, however, one Republican candidate was in favor of a woman’s right to choose. Furthermore, these Tea Party candidates are more conservative on limits to abortion than non-Tea Party Republican candidates--38% of Tea Partiers maintained the opinion that abortion should never be allowed, while 12% thought abortion should be allowed
only when the mother’s life is in danger. In comparison, only one Republican candidate would outlaw abortion all together, while 36% would allow abortion when the mother’s life is in danger, and 27% did not specify. Candidates’ websites usually revealed whether a candidate was pro-life or pro-choice and whether they had objections or would make allowances for abortion for certain reasons--such as in cases of rape or incest. Alternatively, if candidates do not elaborate further on their pro-life position, they were coded as “does not emphasize”. Tea Party Republican candidates for House elections also proved to be more conservative than other Republican candidates concerning abortion. 100% of Tea Party candidates were pro-life, while two Republican candidates were pro-choice and two others did not specify. Furthermore, 38% of Tea Party candidates felt abortion should never be allowed, while only 14% felt it should be allowed in cases of rape or incest or danger to the life of the mother. A tabulation of non-Tea Party Republican candidates’ positions on abortion reveals that the majority position was to leave specific limitations ambiguous (74%). This perhaps reflects the heightened political savvy that comes with being a career politician, versus a political newcomer. One might draw the conclusion that because a greater number of Republican candidates had political experience, they might have already figured out that taking a direct stance on an issue can be a bad move politically, as it may divide voters or diminish support for your campaign.


Reforming the tax system is another way the Tea Party Movement approaches limiting federal power and fixing the country’s fiscal problems. One issue that proved to be common ground between the two types of candidates was whether the Bush era tax cuts should be extended. Senate non-Tea Party Republican and Tea Party candidates are nearly unanimous in
their support for continuing the Bush tax cuts. However, Tea Party candidates are more in favor of overhauling the tax system--62% compared to 36% for other Republican candidates. By the same percentages, Tea Partiers and non-Tea Party Republicans were in favor of going to a flat rate income tax. Interestingly enough, Republican candidates were more in favor of replacing the income tax system with a flat rate sales tax: 3 non-Tea Party Republicans proposed the idea, while zero Tea Partiers endorsed the plan. Replacing the tax system with a flat rate sales tax is a rather radically conservative idea, which is why it is surprising that it was supported by non-Tea Party, but not Tea Party Republican candidates.

In House elections, non-Tea Party Republican and Tea Party Republican candidates were also almost in 100% agreement on continuing the Bush-era tax cuts. This position is often emphasized through a no tax increases pledge subscribed to by both types of candidates. Tea Party candidates are 40% more likely to advocate for the major changes or reform of the tax system. Often these candidates also emphasize that overhauling the tax system should be a priority of Congress. A portion of both types of candidates believed that the income tax should be made into a “flat tax”, though Tea Partiers were 17% more likely to subscribe to this position. An even larger contrast is evident when Tea Party and Republican positions on the sales tax are compared. The radical notion of moving to a “fair tax” type of sales tax (where sales tax is the one of the only taxes the government levies) was supported by 26% of Tea Partiers versus only 5% of non-Tea Party Republicans.

**Politics of National Security: Military Spending and Position on Gays in the Military**

Pushing for increases to the military budget, or being a ‘war hawk’, are characteristics often associated with the Republican Party. Coding for positions on military issues gives a sense of whether Tea Party Republican candidates are also of the ‘war hawk’ persuasion, and
determines how they feel about the social aspect of some military issues—like the Don’t Ask Don’t Tea Policy. All Senate Tea Party candidates gave the impression of wanting to increase the military budget, mostly because they declared that the government's first and most important job is national security and protections of its people. More specifically, though all Senate Tea Party candidates were in favor of spending cuts overall, no one pointed to the military budget as a place where excess spending could be found. Non-Tea Party Republicans were less definite, with 54% appearing to want an increase, and 36% wanting to keep the level of spending as is. Therefore, in this case, Tea Party Senate Republican candidates were actually even more supportive of military funding than non-Tea Party Republicans, despite the fact—as will be shown later—they are also very concerned about the amount of money spent by the federal government. In the House elections, with respect to their position on military spending, House Republican and Tea Party candidates were different in that a larger percentage of House non-Tea Party Republicans wanted military spending to be held at the same level (63% versus 36%) and Tea Party Republicans wanted the budget increased (56% versus 31%). Less than ten percent of each type of candidates would favor a reduction in military spending to address the deficit or spending concerns.

Senate Tea Party candidates were split half and half between the positions of keeping the Don’t Ask Don’t Tell policy and not specifying either way. Republican candidates yielded a wider range of results: 18% wanted to get rid of the policy, 36% would follow the recommendations of military commanders, 18% would keep the policy, and 27% did not specify. One can conclude that Tea Party candidates were more conservative on this issue, as half stated that they would keep the policy, but none stated that they would support abolishing it. In the House elections however, Tea Party and Republican opinions on the Don’t Ask Don’t Tell
military policy were similar. A majority of both types of candidates--around 80% of each--declined to emphasize their position on the issue. Another route by 12% of Tea Partiers and 5% of Republicans was to say that the decision should be left up to military commanders. This may be related to whether it is politically expedient to announce a position one way or the other on the Don’t Ask Don’t Tell policy. If it does not win over more voters to take a position on an issue, politically experienced candidates may be more likely to decline to state their opinion, and avoid dividing voter support.

**Position on Gay Marriage**

Gay marriage is a social issue which can help determine both the level of conservatism among Tea Party Republican candidates, and whether these candidates are invested in topics outside of the fiscal realm. Senate: 100% of Tea Party candidates were opposed to gay marriage, while 72% of non-Tea Party Republicans were also opposed. Data on position on gay marriage is based on a coding of candidates’ publicly known positions, it is quite possible there are others who are opposed to gay marriage who did not emphasize it. These statistics also coincide with candidates’ favorability towards a constitutional amendment declaring marriage between a man and a woman: 75% of Tea Partiers supported such an amendment, while only 55% of Republicans agreed with this position. One may conclude from this data that Tea Party Republican candidates (and thus, the movement as a whole) are more conservative than the non-Tea Party Republican candidates, and more willing to take a direct stand on social issue. 18% of Republicans were in favor of allowing gay marriage to occur, with 1 candidate refusing to specify. A large difference between House Tea Party candidates and non-Tea Party Republican candidates was that a higher percentage of Tea Party candidates supported adding a sanctity of marriage amendment to the constitution--36 versus 21%. Generally, this might be considered a
very conservative position to take. However, a majority of both kinds of candidates declined to state their position on the subject so strongly.

**Position on TARP and Stimulus Bills**

Part of the Tea Party Movement’s notoriety stems from their outrage at the government’s usage of taxpayer money--particularly 2008’s bank bailouts and 2009’s stimulus bill. The importance of this issue to the Tea Party makes it an essential trait to code for because it similarity or difference between candidates’ positions will indicate how far the Republican Party would have to shift its position to satisfy the movement. In accordance with the anti-Washington mood, Tea Party and non-Tea Party Republican candidates agreed on the distasteful nature of the federal government supporting the economy, Tea Party candidates felt that the federal government should never engage in bailouts or offer stimulus packages. While the majority of Senate Tea Party and non-Tea Party Republican candidates held the position that TARP and the stimulus bill were unsuccessful, 27% of non-Tea Party Republicans saw some value in both bills, or believed that governmental action was necessary to keep the economy from descending into a deeper recession. 0% of Tea Party candidates felt that the TARP and stimulus bills were successful. House Tea Party and non-Tea Party Republican candidates were also nearly unanimous in agreeing that the TARP and Stimulus bills were failures--they did not believe that they stimulated the economy, or saved the economy from an even worse fate. Tea Party candidates were more often adamant that bailing out the banks and spending stimulus money were unconstitutional reaches on the behalf of the federal government. To come to this conclusion, candidates were coded as “seeing TARP and the stimulus as a failure (just adding to the deficit)” and “seeing TARP and the stimulus as necessary and helpful to the economy”. From this data, one may conclude that the Tea Party Movement is more fiscally conservative than the
Republican Party, in that its members do not believe that the constitution allows the federal
government to intervene in the economy, and would like to see less government restriction of the
business sector.

**Outrageous Deficit and Spending, Whose Fault?**

With the fervent depictions of Tea Party rallies protesting Obama and the Democrats
extension of federal power gracing the covers of newspapers, magazines, and TV screens over
the last two years, one might expect Tea Party candidates to blame Democrats for out of control
spending to a greater degree than non-Tea Party Republicans did. In addition, based on their
status as the political ‘outsiders’, Tea Party candidates might seem more likely to blame both
parties for the size of the deficit. However, percentages of the ‘guilty party’ of each type of
candidate blamed for the United States deficit were very similar in both the Senate and the
House. Around 25% of each type of Senate candidate blamed the huge deficit and out of control
spending on Democrats--either generally or on Pelosi and the Obama administration. Another
25% of each type of Senate candidate did not blame anyone in particular, while about 50% of
each attributed the deficit to both Democrats and Republicans. House non-Tea Party
Republicans and Tea Party candidates’ positions on where to attribute blame for the country’s
deficit and spending issues were also very similar. 30% of both types blamed Obama or the
Democrats directly, approximately 55% did not blame anyone in particular, and 12% blamed
both Democrats and Republicans alike. In conclusion, non-Tea Party Republicans and Tea Party
Republicans have common ground in terms of their formulation of the ‘enemy’--Obama and the
Democrats.

**Deficit and Spending, Priority Level**
Coding for fiscal issues revealed one of the stark differences between non-Tea Party Republican and Tea Party Republican candidates. As one of the professed missions of the Tea Party Movement is to rein in spending and limit federal power, Tea Party Republican candidates were overwhelmingly in favor of making reducing the deficit and reducing spending congressional priorities. On the other hand, (although not coded for specifically) non-Tea Party Republican candidates wanted to focus on other pressing issues like fixing the healthcare system and putting the economy back on track. To determine whether candidates would focus on the deficit and spending if elected, Tea Party and non-Tea Party Republicans were coded as either “does not emphasize” or “reducing the deficit, reigning in spending should be a priority of Congress”. One can assume that if the candidate did not declare the deficit and spending as a priority, they were more interested in focusing on revitalizing the economy or creating jobs.

Position on whether the deficit and spending should be a priority drew a stark contrast between non-Tea Party Republican and Tea Party candidates. 100% of non-Tea Party Senate Republicans prioritized. 87% of the Senate Tea Partiers, on the other hand, emphasized reducing the deficit and reigning in spending as the first priority of the federal government. The same major difference between candidates can be seen when comparing the priorities of House candidates. House Tea Party candidates were 64% more likely than non-Tea Party Republican candidates to place a high priority on improving the deficit situation.

**Status of Seat, Win or Loss and Safety of District**

Senate and House Non-Tea Party Republican candidates were more electable in their respective districts than were Tea Party candidates (won more often), perhaps because both types of candidates were running in ‘toss-up’ races (moderate districts) but Tea Party candidates tended to offer very conservative views. Senate and House candidates were also more likely to
run for open seats than incumbent ones. Prior studies on congressional elections indicate that incumbents usually hold an advantage in elections, which may explain why candidates did not run for this type of seat as often. Senate non-Tea Party Republican candidates were more likely than Tea Partiers to win their races: 63 to 50%. Though the House Tea Party victory percentage was very similar to that of the Republican candidates, in the House Republican candidates were 6% more likely to win their races—58% versus 52%. Both Senate Republican and Tea Party candidate were frequently running in states that were considered ‘toss-ups’. Neither type of candidate was running in a solidly Democratic state in the Senate, and both non-Tea Party Republicans and Tea Partiers were most likely to run in ‘leaning-Republican’ states. Both types of House candidates also ran in similar districts. Around 30% of each ran in districts where their races were tossups, while 27% of each ran in districts that were strongly democratic. House Tea Partiers were 10% more likely to be a candidate in a district that was strongly Republican than non-Tea Party Republican candidates. Tea Party and non-Tea Party victory and loss percentages are pictured in graphical form below, showing the greater likelihood that non-Tea Party Republicans in both the Senate and House won their races as compared to Tea Party Republican candidates.
The presidential vote share from 2008 is an excellent way to determine whether Tea Party and non-Tea Party Republican candidates were running in the same types of districts. If the candidates included in this analysis were running in completely different types of districts, the information obtained would not reflect an accurate estimation of candidate differences and similarities. If one type of candidate is running in mainly conservative districts across the country, they may tend to be more conservative as a group, making a comparison with another type of candidate running in liberal districts very skewed. Each House candidate’s district was coded either greater than 50% voting for Obama, greater than 50% for McCain, or equal percentages voting for each presidential candidate. Tabulating the results revealed 66% of coded non-Tea Party Republican candidates ran in House districts where over 50% voted for Obama, versus 52% of Tea Party candidates. 27% of non-Tea Party Republicans and 46% of Tea Party Republican candidates ran in races where over 50% of the voting citizens cast their ballots for McCain in 2008. Each type had a single candidate whose district had an equal vote percentage for McCain and Obama in 2008. Therefore, this candidate comparison analysis relies on data which represents all three types of presidential vote districts. A graphical depiction of 2008 presidential vote of candidates’ districts, by non-Tea Party versus Tea Party candidates appears below. It indicates that on Tea Party candidates were running in districts that tended to be more conservative. However, all three types of districts are represented for both types of candidates.
Conclusions

As shown by candidate coding, while more conservative than establishment Republican candidates in terms of social positions, Tea Party candidates positions are similar enough to make bargaining within the Republican Party worthwhile. In terms of big ticket issues like healthcare and federal spending, Tea Party and non-Tea Party Republicans were generally in agreement--the healthcare bill is an expansion of government power, and greater spending will only increase the deficit, not help the economy. Thus, a relationship in which the Tea Party Movement plays the role of ‘anchoring group’ within the Republican Party is foreseeable. However, the severe conservatism of Tea Party positions does threaten to eliminate moderation within the Republican Party. Providing the Tea Party continues to receive popular support, the Republican Party may be pushed rightward by the movement’s reactionary positions--such as doing away with the current tax structure, outlawing abortion, and making drastic spending cuts.
in areas like education and the environment. In this scenario, moderate Republican candidates will be discouraged from running because the Tea Party will put up challenger candidates as they did in many of the 2010 midterm elections.

Chapter V: Tea Party Candidates: Some Interesting Examples

Case Studies

Elaborating further on the trends of Tea Party requires specific examples of Tea Party candidates and their campaigns. In this section, the candidate traits of multiple runs for congressional seats, opposition to the Obama administration, positions on social issues, tax reform, and the deficit are discussed in greater detail. Candidates used to elaborate on these traits are Sharron Angle, Joe Miller, Christine O’Donnell, John Foster, Donna Campbell, and Jon
Barela. Traits were chosen for their ability to differentiate Tea Party from non-Tea Party Republican candidates. Examining major trends from the level of a specific candidate will personalize and animate the statistical analysis of candidates.

**Sharon Angle: multiple runs for congressional seats.**

Sharon Angle was a Tea Party candidate who was also a member of the state legislature, and had run unsuccessfully for Congress twice before. Though many of the Tea Party candidates who had run for Congress multiple times were usually House candidates, she was running to defeat Harry Reid in the Nevada Senate election. She made the climb up the political ladder from local government (school boards), to the state legislature, and in 2006 made her first unsuccessful run for Congress. In 2010, the Senate seat belonging to Harry Reid of Nevada was predicted to be one of the most vulnerable in the country. Republicans hoping to win the Democratic Majority Leader’s seat were somewhat disappointed when Sharron Angle won the primary. She became an easy target for Reid, as her ultra-conservative positions made her easy to portray as wacky and unelectable: “she has...called for the elimination of the Energy Department and the Environmental Protection Agency, denounced the BP compensation fund for victims of the oil spill...and suggested that her candidacy was a mission from God” (Nagourney 2010). She is an example of a candidate who may have taken advantage of the anti-incumbent atmosphere to make another run for Congress.

**Joe Miller and tea party militancy.**

As shown by the analysis of candidate opposition to the Obama administration, Tea Party Republican candidates are likely to sensationalize their rhetoric, such as when they liken the Obama administration to socialism. Joe Miller, Senate candidate from Alaska did the very same in his run for congressional office. Describing Obama’s presidency in one sentence, he calls it
“bad for America”, and moving the country “towards socialism” (DeLong 2010). He continues on to iterate that under the current president, American exceptionalism has been rejected to the detriment of the nation’s progress. In protest campaigns such as the Tea Party Movement, shock value and extremism can be effective ways to gain recognition and support. Tea Party candidates declaring that the Obama presidency as socialistic, or taking the country away from its founding principles effectively use fear-mongering and populistic oratory to gather voter favor. A North Iowa Tea Party used the same tactic when it posted a billboard depicting Hitler, Obama, and Lenin with message “Change” and labeling them as leaders of different types of socialism (Zeleny 2010). This element of the Tea Party, the notion of a constant threat to the American life, lies at the very root of whether the Tea Party Movement will be able to sustain itself over a long period of time. If a new message besides Obama is to the United States as Hitler was to Germany, and a new tactic besides fear are not invoked, the movement will lose its relevancy because people will no longer believe in the threat it represents. One way to remain pertinent and powerful is for the Tea Party to align itself with the Republican Party and influence its candidates and policies.

**Christine O’Donnell: taking a conservative stand on social issues.**

Though some Tea Party organizations, like the Tea Party Express, purposefully focus on fiscal problems, ignoring the inevitably divisive nature of social issues, this was not the strategy of Tea Party Republican candidates included in this analysis. Instead, candidates held specific, conservative positions that they were unafraid of declaring. Senate candidate Christine O’Donnell is one of those Tea Party candidates who has serious and pointed views on social issues. Her political career was built around “campaigns for abstinence-only education and bans on pornography and on abortion” (Lorber 2010). O’Donnell’s primary win in Delaware was
greeted with shock and dismay on behalf of other Republicans. In the primary election, she beat out an establishment Republican that was expected to be a shoo-in in both the primary and the general election. Her far-right views—including seeing masturbation and abortion even in cases of rape as sins—led other Republicans to be skeptical of her ability to win and to discuss how her ultra-conservative views fit in with the rest of the party (Rutenberg and Steinhauer 2010). A debate occurred within the Republican Party about how to address social issues during the 2010 election without drawing attention away from the economic problems of the country. Tea Party candidates, however were “pushing the party to take a stand on many divisive issues like abortion” contrary to notion that they want the Republican Party to only focus on fiscal issues (Lorber 2010). In sum, Tea Party candidates positions on social issues show that they are not simply fiscal conservatives, but social conservatives as well, and in many cases are more conservative than the average non-Tea Party Republican candidate. The Tea Party’s desire to push America’s social policies farther right fits well with the goals of other Republican ‘anchoring groups’—like the religious right—perhaps signaling the future possibility of these groups aligning themselves with one another.

*John Foster and the tea party position on gay marriage.*

The Tea Party Movement is often interpreted as maintaining neutral views on social issues like gay marriage. However, this candidate analysis has shown that overall, on fiscal and social issues Tea Party candidates (and thus, Tea Party members) are more conservative than non-Tea Party Republican candidates. However, these candidates are first and foremost concerned with the fiscal issues that trouble them most—the huge deficit and inflated federal power. A prime example of social conservatism combined with concern for fiscal responsibility
is candidate John Koster, who ran for Congress in Washington’s 2nd district. While Koster “physically flinches when asked about the prospect of two gay men kissing at the altar” and opposes abortion even in cases of rape and incest, he vehemently believed he could beat out the Democratic incumbent because of his focus on economic issues like lower taxes and less government intrusion (Thompson 2010). Despite a “likely Democratic” rating on the district he ran in, Koster asserted that his focus on solving economic issues with free market solutions would win voters over, and claimed that his opposition to increasing the deficit and expanding federal power was more important than his social views. However, in the past Koster also participated in Referendum 71—the failed attempt to exempt same-sex couples from a state legal protection—and ultimately lost his bid for the 2nd District congressional seat. Koster’s candidacy supports the claim that though Tea Party members harbor concern for America’s fiscal state, they also hold strongly conservative social values. It also suggests that the very conservative views of the Tea Party movement may cause the Republican Party to lose votes from more moderate voters.

**Donna Campbell and the tea party’s revolutionary ideas for tax system reform.**

Donna Campbell, a doctor who ran for Congress in Texas’ 25th district exemplifies both the Tea Party Movement’s position on the tax system and the reason that many novice candidates decided to run for office in the 2010 midterm elections. Overwhelmed with discontent because of the state of the country and the political dealings of Washington, Campbell ran for Congress with the backing of the Tea Party. She declared her willingness to overhaul and reform the tax system, and replace all taxes with a flat rate tax—her preference being a 23% sales tax combined with the elimination of income taxes and payroll taxes (Bartlett 2010). In addition to her eagerness to
dramatically change the tax code, Campbell viewed her political outsider status as a positive thing, one that would allow her to go “against the establishment, [and the] Republican establishment” necessary because “people are tired of government [and] politics as usual” (Bartlett 2010). Besides the willingness to go against the Republican Party, which Campbell held in common with many other 2010 Tea Party candidates, her candidacy also raises the issue of what the Tea Party Movement means for Republican politics in the larger partisan arena. In Texas’ 25th district, Doggett, the Democratic incumbent used Campbell’s conservative views to paint her as out of touch with the moderate voters, a tactic that Democrats used in many 2010 races against Tea Party Republicans. Eventually, this depiction accomplished its purpose: Doggett held onto his congressional seat and Campbell lost the race. Inclusion of the Tea Party in Republican politics can mean a liability for the Republican Party, as portrayals of Tea Party candidates as extremists color the minds of voters--even allowing an incumbent to win in an election year in which voters were extremely hostile towards experienced politicians.

*The tea party’s bread and butter issue: fiscal responsibility and Jon Barela.*

Like many Tea Party Republicans that ran for Congress in the 2010 midterm elections, Jon Barela sought to differentiate himself from mainstream Republicans, emphasizing that he is not a “stereotypical member of the GOP”. As is characteristic of Tea Party Republican candidates, Barela’s concern over the direction of the country are based on fiscal concerns. After expressing his political priority--reducing the debt--Barela declared “I am not a country club Republican” in an interview with a local newspaper (Coleman 2010). This claim, however is somewhat contradicted by his career as an Intel executive, businessman, lawyer, and former Republican congressional aide--all prestigious and the majority of which are highly paid, allowing Barela to at least be a member of the upper class, if not the country club set. By
distinguishing themselves from establishment Republicans, Tea Party candidates keep themselves relevant to the Republican Party. To be influential within the GOP, the Tea Party Movement must demonstrate that it can gain political power outside of the mainstream party. In the 2010 midterm election, Tea Party candidates have shown their willingness to adopt a third party strategy if the Republican Party does not adhere to their preferred policy positions.

Chapter VI: What the Future Holds for the Tea Party Movement

Predicting what kind of role the Tea Party will play within Republican politics is essential to forecasting what their general influence in the political arena will be. By offering a comparison of Tea Party candidates to non-Tea Party candidates, this thesis attempts to answer this question by displaying the similarities and differences between the two types of candidates. Using a comparative method offers a depiction of what type of relationship is likely to develop between the Tea Party movement and the Republican Party: one in which the Tea Party is absorbed by the Republican Party, allowing Tea Party members to influence politics from within. That being said, it is clear that other alternatives are open to the Tea Party, particularly that of putting up conservative challenger candidates against those Republicans they deem too moderate--just as occurred in the 2010 midterm elections. The next few years will determine whether the Republican Party adjusts its positions--on social issues, and fiscal issues like the deficit and spending--to suit Tea Party views, or whether the Tea Party will utilize the third party route as a threat to get the Republican Party to embrace the conservatism it desires. I will address
whether the Tea Party midterm election strategy was successful, summarize candidate similarities to support the theory that the Tea Party will undergo incorporation into the Republican Party, and describe the difficulties that have recently arisen between newly elected Tea Party congresspeople and non-Tea Party Republican members.

In this analysis, Tea Party candidates were more conservative than non-Tea Party candidates overall. They preferred more stringent rules on abortion and gay marriage, and wanted the tax code completely overhauled. Tapping into the anger that has been caused by a recession and 9.6% unemployment, Tea Party candidates channel this outrage toward the Obama administration, more so than Non-Tea Party Republicans were inclined to. Senate Tea Party candidates had levels of political experience comparable to that of non-Tea Party Republicans. This probably indicates the greater prestige and exclusivity associated with the Senate, causing some sort of political experience to be a necessary pre-cursor to running successfully. Analysis of House Tea Party candidates, however, revealed an interesting phenomenon. While on the whole they had less political experience than non-Tea Party Republicans, many had previously run for Congress and lost. Here enters the possibility of political opportunism on behalf of Tea Party candidates--interpreting the current wrathful nature of the public, they joined up with the political outsider, grass-roots movement to try to get elected to Congress. True to Tea Party form, Senate and House Tea Party candidates prioritized fiscal issues like reducing the deficit and limiting federal spending over other items. Non-Tea Party Republicans in both the Senate and the House were more electable than Tea Party Republican candidates. However, if the Tea Party Movement is to be an ‘anchoring group’ within the Republican Party, this is not really a downside for the Tea Party. For the Tea Party Movement, the point of the 2010 midterm elections was to prove to non-Tea Party Republicans that they could win enough primaries and
overall congressional seats to make an impact on the election—which they did—and thus legitimate themselves as a force to be reckoned with.

The Tea Party Movement shook up many congressional elections—particularly primaries—in 2010. In many cases, the movement backed more conservative candidates in primaries that surprisingly defeated more establishment Republicans to become Republican nominees. Candidates like Sharron Angle and Christine O’Donnell defeated more moderate candidates in the Republican Senate primaries. Challenging the Republican Party politically has paid off for the Tea Party Movement—many establishment Republican leaders have begun to make their positions on issues more conservative, as well as starting to pursue Tea Party support. For example, John McCain made his immigration and tax cut positions more conservative after facing a challenge from a Tea Party backed candidate, and Mitt Romney is “assiduously courting the group” (Hunt 2010). Even in those elections where Tea Party candidates did not succeed, they made their mark by forcing non-Tea Party Republicans to move farther to the right. Additionally, congressional Republicans up for re-election in 2012 will view any collaboration with Democrats, or moderate issue positions as perilous to their re-election campaign. Thus, the Tea Party has both forced non-Tea Party Republicans to adhere to hard-line conservatism, and take more right-of-center positions on issues. The 2010 midterm election proved the Tea Party movement’s ability to influence Republican politics.

While the Tea Party can be seen as well integrated into the Republican Party, it has also taken measures to prove that it will not be controlled by the party. This year, the traditional response to the State of the Union was followed by a response from Tea Party leaders, delivered by Representative Michelle Bachmann of Minnesota. Bachmann was careful to insist that she
was delivering the address on behalf of Tea Party leadership, which raises the issue os who actually makes these decisions for the movement. Though the non-Tea Party Republican response focused on the deficit--perhaps because of the Tea Party focus on fiscal responsibility during the 2010 election--the Tea Party found it necessary to deliver their own address, despite the displeasure of establishment Republican leaders (Zeleny 2011). The Tea Party response highlighted the Obama administration’s unkept promises and heightened federal spending. Deviating from the Republican Party’s leadership and normative tradition, the Tea Party Movement has emphasized its political independence in an attempt to maximize its influence within the Republican Party.

The Tea Party movement is opposed to allowing budget earmarks for state by state projects as part of their fiscal responsibility platform. However, budget earmarks have long been a way of life in Congress, and may prove to be a point of difference between Tea Party and non-Tea Party Republicans. At any rate, the issue of budget earmarks raises the issue of just how far the Republican Party is willing to shift its positions for Tea Partiers. In some ways, establishment congressional Republicans appear to acquiescing to the movement’s policies: during the lame-duck session of Congress in 2010, Republican leader Mitch McConnell “[supported] a proposed ban on Congressional earmarks, reversing his longtime practice of pursuing money for his state” (Hulse 2010). On one hand, this shows the willingness of establishment Republicans to give the Tea Party--which helped Republicans take back the House and win several seats in the Senate--political influence over Republican policy. However, some Congress members were unwilling to abdicate the ability to sent money back to their districts, spotlighting a possible point of contention between Tea Party and non-Tea Party Republicans.
The Tea Party and its candidates--some of which are new Representatives and Senators--played an innovative role in 2010 midterm elections. They proved not only could grass-roots candidates compete with established politicians, but that a protest movement could influence the way a majority party behaves. Though Tea Party Republican candidates in 2010 challenged more moderate Republicans, it seems likely that they will support conservative mainstream Republican candidates in the future as opposed to adopting a third party strategy generally. It also appears that should the Tea Party continue to have political importance, which seems likely given they have achieved political legitimacy by gaining congressional seats, they will continue to advocate for policies that are far to the right of centrist Republican positions. The more conservative positions of the Tea Party reach all the way from social to fiscal issues, calling into the question the existence of moderate Republican politicians in the future.
## Appendix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coding Category</th>
<th>Why Included</th>
<th>Impact on the Tea Party-Republican Relationship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Affiliation with the Tea Party</td>
<td>Tea Party Republican candidates’ affiliation—in terms of endorsement and support, speaking engagements, and membership in the movement—with the Tea Party was measured to provide a more precise definition of what a Tea Party candidate looks like.</td>
<td>Varying degrees of affiliation with the Tea Party may also prescribe to more or less conservative or extreme issue positions. This will provide some indication of whether the Tea Party is indeed more conservative than the Republican Party, and what being termed a Tea Party Republican candidate actually means.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signing the Contract From America</td>
<td>Signing the Contract From America was an easily identifiable pillar of the Tea Party’s 2010 election platform. Revealing how many candidates signed this pledge was a way to determine whether Tea Party candidates subscribe to a concrete set of ideals.</td>
<td>Signing the Contract from America was not a political move that was exclusive to Tea Party Republican candidates. Signatures from both Tea Party Republican and non-Tea Party Republican candidates shows that the ideals encompassed by the Tea Party are currently politically expedient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coding Category</td>
<td>Why Included</td>
<td>Impact on the Tea Party-Republican Relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background: Level of Education, Gender, Age, Race,</td>
<td>Background characteristics show the differences between the profiles of Tea</td>
<td>By comparing the backgrounds of the two types of candidates, one kind may be identified as more elite—more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupation, Previous Political Experience, and</td>
<td>Party versus non-Tea Party Republican candidates. Previous political experience</td>
<td>educated, more political experience, and a more prestigious occupation—than the other. In turn, this may influence whether candidates will be able to survive and succeed in the political arena, such as whether Tea Party candidates will have the political savvy to negotiate with the Republican Party.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous Run for Congress</td>
<td>was a particularly important category, as one trait that can be definitively</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>attributed to Tea Party members is their pride in being political newcomers.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position on the Obama Administration</td>
<td>Some sources have characterized the Tea Party Movement as being overly</td>
<td>Comparing candidates’ responses to the Obama administration offers a sense of whether the Tea Party movement is more extreme than Republicans in its negative view of the Obama administration. If the Tea Party becomes an influential player within Republican politics this position may determine whether congressional polarization worsens.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vitriolic and hostile to the current administration. Measuring candidates’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>positions on the Obama administration gave a sense of whether Tea Party</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>candidates voice more, less, or an average amount of criticism as compared to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>non-Tea Party Republican candidates.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coding Category</td>
<td>Why Included</td>
<td>Impact on the Tea Party-Republican Relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position on Healthcare: Reform Needed?, Cost, Repeal?, Restriction of Patient Freedom?, and Tort Reform</td>
<td>Healthcare reform was a big issue during the 2010 midterm election. Categorizing Tea Party Republican and non-Tea Party Republican candidate positions on the issue promises revealed whether this issue was a priority for both, and whether they took similar positions.</td>
<td>For many Republicans, healthcare reform and the healthcare reform bill were big issues in 2010. Comparing the positions of the two types of candidates shows to what degree either disapproved of the healthcare bill, and what specific changes they would make to the US healthcare system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abortion: Pro-Choice or Pro-Life, and Specific Limitations</td>
<td>Another common assumption made about the Tea Party Movement is that it mainly focuses on economic, financial, and constitutional issues, and is less proactive in their advocacy on social issues. Recording the specific limitations or lack emphasis candidates placed on the controversial issue of abortion illuminates whether this assumption is true.</td>
<td>Being more or less conservative or specific than their non-Tea Party Republican counterparts might reveal how the Tea Party movement will influence the Republican Party on social issues in the future.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax System: Bush Era Tax Cuts, Reform Needed?, Income Tax (Fair Tax), and Sales Tax (Flat Tax)</td>
<td>Tax system reform is an issue associated with the Tea Party Movement. Determining whether the two types of candidates have similar positions on this issue helped identify similarities and differences between candidates.</td>
<td>Categorizing Tea Party Republican versus non-Tea Party Republican positions on tax reform indicated both whether they agreed this should be a priority, and how far each type thought reform should go.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coding Category</td>
<td>Why Included</td>
<td>Impact on the Tea Party-Republican Relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position on Military Issues:</td>
<td>Coding for social issues like position on gay marriage and the Don’t Ask Don’t Tell policy, as well as level of military spending indicated how passionate Tea Party Republican candidates felt about social issues in comparison to non-Tea Party Republican candidates.</td>
<td>Determining both the level of Tea Party Republican interest in these issues, and comparison with non-Tea Party Republican positions, shows whether the Tea Party movement is indeed interested in social issues and whether the movement’s social agenda corresponds with that of the Republican Party.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Spending, Gays in the Military, Gay Marriage, and the Sanctity of Marriage Amendment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position on Economic Issues:</td>
<td>Fiscal issues like lowering the deficit and reducing federal spending were some of the first issues to be identified with the Tea Party Movement. Therefore, coding Tea Party Republican candidates for these issues shows whether the movement has a standard fiscal and economic platform that is common to their candidates.</td>
<td>Fiscal policy is arguably the area where the Tea Party Movement would most like to influence the Republican Party. Showing the differences between the positions of the two types of candidates reveals how much the Republican Party would have to shift their platform to satisfy the Tea Party Movement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Success of Tarp and Stimulus Bills, Tarp, Stimulus and the Deficit--Who’s Fault?, and Deficit/Spending, Priority Level?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seat Characteristics: Status of Seat, Won/Lost, and Safety of District</td>
<td>Comparing the seats and districts of Tea Party Republican and non-Tea Party Republican candidates shows if candidates are running and winning in the same types of districts, or if it is more likely for a dark horse, Tea Party candidate to run in a district with strong democratic support (thus eliminating the chance of a strong establishment Republican challenger).</td>
<td>Coding for these characteristics shows whether Tea Party Republican candidates have the potential to compete with non-Tea Party candidates. Depending on whether this is true, the Tea Party threat to run as a third party candidate against an establishment Republican may or may not be effective in the long run.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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